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LIMITS OF DERIVATIVES 
D. PREISS, Praha 
(Pre l iminary communication) 
I t i s wel l known (see [ 1 ] ) t h a t any r e a l - v a l u e d func-
t i o n defined on an i n t e r v a l I i s t he l i m i t of a aequence 
of Darboux f u n c t i o n s . Moreover MiSik proved the fo l lowing 
theorem (see 1 2 ] ) : 
Theorem 1 : Any Baire oL -# 2 f u n c t i o n i s t he l i m i t 
of Darboux-Baire < oc f u n c t i o n s . 
I t can be shown t h a t t he s ta tement of t he theorem 1 
i s t rue a l s o fo r the case cc ** 2 t i.e.,more exactly the 
following theorem is valid: 
Theorem 2: A function f is an element of the second 
class Baire if and only if f is a limit of a sequence of 
derivatives., 
A set £ c <a ? i^> is called to be the stationa-
ry set for derivatives if for every derivative f that is 
equal zero for x € A implies that f vanishes on all 
interval < a ? Jly > . 
A set E is called to have the Denjoy property if 
for every *open interval J such that ^ <^ -=• 4s 0 ia 
(U, C D ^ £ ) > 0 . 
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The following characterization of the stationary set 
for derivatives was proved by S# Marcus Cil» 
Theorem3: A set E c < c v , ^ > is a stationary 
set for derivatives i f and only i f for each set A c <a,)£r> 
such that /U, (A) > 0 i s £ r\ A & j0 . 
The theorem 2 can be proved by the following way. If 
a function f i s an element of B̂  then f can be writ-
ten as a point limit of t which are suitable linear 
combinations of characteristic functions of sets 1^ that 
are at the same time 0̂ ~ • It i s easy to show that there 
exists a sequence disjoint se ts A^ c < a/^ >tr > such that 
each A^ has the Denjoy property and i s dense in <a>7 fr) 
Each function t can be changed on A^ by the following 
lemma5. 
Jiejooaa: Let M c < a ? Jty > be the set ^ and Gy • 
Let A c < a ? 4r > . have the Denjoy property and be dense 
in the interval <a?-£r > . Then there exists a derivative 
cp defined on < ct , ir> and a countable set S such that 
{ x ; CfCX)t C^Cx) } c A u S , where c^ Cx) i s the 
characteristic function of M • 
Prom this lemma follows that changed functions t/r^ 
converge to f except countable set which can be elimina-
ted on the base of the theorem 3 . 
The complete proof of the theorem 2 and some results 
related to the point and uniform convergence of Darboux-
Baire functions wi l l be published later on. 
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